The varied activity areas of the Community Recreation Center of Clear Lake City are accessible from this spacious, covered concourse.

Texas Architecture 1965 award winner, designed by Caudill, Rowlett, and Scott, Architects
Every town needs that little knot of people who are concerned about the way it looks, how it works; who care for its history and who respect its fabric; who understand its nature and character.

Every town needs the architects and artists, the historians and teachers, the bankers and businessmen who will put into their towns the care that will make their community vital and beautiful.

Why don’t you care?
The problems of spiraling urbanization that beset the Americas will be searched here June 13-18 at the 97th annual convention of The American Institute of Architects and the XI Pan American Congress of Architects in Washington, D. C.

"Cities of the New World" is the theme for the joint convention/congress which will be attended by architects from 21 Latin American countries and the United States. The sessions of the Pan American Congress will be the first ever held in the United States.

A distinguished group of 26 speakers will lead a thorough examination of the problems of urban growth in the Americas, both North and South, and in an exchange of remedies being applied in both.

Added to the previously announced roster of speakers have been Sir Robert Matthew, Hon. FAIA, president of the International Union of Architects, and Jack H. Vaughn, assistant secretary of state for Inter-American Affairs.

The hemispheric gathering — the world's largest single assemblage of architects — has attracted global attention.

Delegates by way of historical perspective will have mutual starting points because the cities of both North and South America began as colonial outposts. Both the United States and South America have rich histories of city and regional planning.

Architects on either side of the equator are expected to learn much from each other at the convention/congress, bolstering their attack on the stresses that result from the convergence of the peoples of both continents upon urban areas.

Registration will open Sunday, June 13, at the Sheraton-Park Hotel, headquaters for the convention/congress. Opening sessions will be held Monday, June 14, with working sessions of the congress and seminars of the AIA to follow. Most sessions will be joint meetings.

Sir Robert Matthew, immediate past president of the Royal Institute of British Architects, has headed the UIA since 1961. He was knighted the following year. He was chief architect and planning officer of the Department of Health for Scotland in 1945 and architect to the London County Council from 1946 to 1953. He is a professor of architecture at Edinburgh University.

Sir Robert will address the opening ceremonies of the convention/congress Monday, June 14.

Jack H. Vaughn, by virtue of his position as assistant secretary of state for Inter-American Affairs, to which he was appointed this year, heads the Alliance for Progress program. Before assuming his post he served as ambassador to Panama and, prior to that, as head of the Peace Corps program development and operations for Latin America. Vaughn will address the convention/congress closing ceremonies Friday, June 18.
TEXAS ARCHITECTURE 1965
HONORED FOR DISTINGUISHED DESIGN
COMMUNITY RECREATION CENTER  CLEAR LAKE CITY, TEXAS
CAUDILL, ROWLETT AND SCOTT, ARCHITECTS
COMMUNITY RECREATION CENTER, CLEAR LAKE CITY, TEXAS

This recreation center is the focus of community activities in a new totally planned urban community near Houston. As space for the group activities of entire families was the object, one can well imagine the multitude of kinds of areas that might be needed: a place for bridge playing, one for basketball games, another for the Kiwanis Club, swimming for teen-agers, a safe wading pool for toddlers, dressing rooms for swimmers, another for community plays, and on and on. So program development played a large part in this center. And the architectural problem became one of translating this many-faceted program into a well organized, economic, meaningful building group. The needs appeared to lend themselves to suitable division according to either the size of group to be served or the nature of the activity:

Large Groups
Indoor sports, large meetings, plays and recitals and community dinners all required a large indoor space.

Small Groups
Small meetings and luncheons, care of pre-school children, and quiet indoor games each needed comparatively small spaces which might be grouped together.

Water Play
Pools of all sorts, diving, olympic swimming, and wading, together with bathhouses and outdoor spaces about them should reasonably be grouped for convenient supervision and maintenance.

Ground Play
Places for all the outdoor games and sports and play for all ages could be considered as a division and located in proper relation to other elements. Complicating the planning further was the need to accommodate caterers, to plan for complete or partial security, and for convenient parking.

In the site plan these basic program elements are easily recognized as physical elements. Large groups are housed in the square Gymnasium-Auditorium; small groups in the long rectangle; water play appears as a great yard full of pools tied to the buildings by a fluidly-shaped bathhouse area. Ground play is all about, surrounding the other elements and located according to the particular activity: fenced places for little children, covered spaces, open areas, big places.

Excellent planning, studious organization, and ingenious multi-use is obvious in the completed product. The Gymnasium-Auditorium has folding bleachers, seating 936 spectators for league basketball. The bleachers are grouped on one side facing the stage-platform so that when the building is used for entertainment their seating capacity can be added to folding chairs set on the playing floor. When not in use the bleachers are folded and
the Gymnasium becomes an expanded open floor for community games, parties or exhibits. A sliding glass wall from the stage extends the space onto an outdoor platform in the Social Court.

Dressing rooms can be used for athletic events and as "green-rooms." Chairs and table storage is provided, the same space doubling as a concession stand and serving kitchen for caterers. Another storage room serves to issue athletic equipment.

In the Activities Building, there is a complete small nursery, meeting rooms, and serving facilities.

The endless outdoor activities are scattered about in courts, playsheds, yards, concourses, playgrounds, and picnic areas. The play pavilion functions as a pedestrian gateway as well as for activities in the shade.

These four basic elements were all combined with generous covered areas and landscaping in a purposeful attempt to promote a visual continuity of space throughout the center.

Seen from the main drive adjacent to the Center, the four basic elements of the program are apparent in the roofs: the large hip of the auditorium, the small roof of the activities building on the right, the playshed-entry pavilion representing outdoor activities, and the long, low roof defining the pool area beyond.

The restless curves of the bathhouse area hurry one toward the pools.
The rhythm of the columns, the height of ceilings, deep shade, and landscaping contribute to creating a human scale to the large Social Court.

Bright and cherry and indestructible, the nursery and its play-yard are happy places. (With the blocks stacked in the wagon and rolled off to the side, it could be a meeting room in the evening or a good place for dancing class.)
Looking across the outdoor platform from beneath the covered concourse, one can imagine the multitude of activities that could happen here. Wouldn't a community fair with lots of ballons and bright colored kiosks and cotton candy be fun here?

But the court can be quite and restful and protecting from the stiff gulf breezes for a single person to sit in the sun.
Wouldn't it be delightful to have handsome centers such as this in all our neighborhoods? Perhaps it would lead the shopping centers away from garishness and vulgarity. Maybe it would suggest that privacy is for home, that togetherness is for places like this.
Building committees can sometimes be a bit trying. Many an architect has shuddered and wryly smiled as he listened to a late recording of “Peter and the Commissar” composed and conducted by comic/philosopher Allen Sherman with the Boston Pops Symphony Orchestra.

Search your soul, committee-member!

“And the one thing about these people that is such an awful pity
Is that they forget that they’re people—
they’re parts of a committee!
With committee shaped souls and committee shaped hearts,

Like interchangeable auto parts!
It’s a shame because one by one they might,
Invent something colorful or create something bright,

That’s how anything that’s pretty always gets its start,
In a single human brain, in a single human heart.
For no matter how small or unimportant you are,
There is something inside you that can reach a star!
But these people on committees, they sit there all day,

And they each put in a color, and it comes out gray!
Now gray is a nice color, but not if you’ve ever seen,
Orange, or red, or yellow, or blue or green.
And we’ve all heard the saying which is true as well as witty,

‘That a camel is a horse designed by a committee’.
The only reason for committees—people being what they are,
Is that everybody wants to be the big chief commissar.
You get to wear the uniform, you get to wear the medals,
And you sit on the handlebars while everybody pedals.”
IN THE LAND OF NEGLECT

CHARLES M. NES, JR. FAIA

At various stages of man's history, architects have been concerned with using their design skills to create security against attack, solve problems of structure, and win acceptance of new concepts of art. All of these problems are still with us to some degree, but they all amount to very little compared to the issue which faces the professional architect today. Today's architect does not merely design structures and spaces and, as geometric forms, new towns and cities. He has the responsibility for creating environment, the physical fabric in which urban people must spend their lives. And the present paradox is this: It is not enough for today's architect to know how to do this well, or even brilliantly. He must also be able to make a large number of other people understand the importance of doing it and to accept the idea that it is possible and feasible.
If I may quote another professional man, Dr. Jonas Salk says that “the source of man’s power over life is through the effect he can have upon his environment.” Dr. Karl Menninger tells us that mental illnesses are the product of a disordered way of life. “Something has gone wrong,” he says, “with the way people see the environment, use the environment, and allow themselves to be used by the environment.”

Since the height of a ceiling, the width of a sidewalk, and the visual confusion of signs and colors all have physiological and psychological effects on people which we cannot ignore, we must consider these effects in the micro-environments we create. These effects are seldom considered by people who, under the safe banner of free enterprise, systematically exploit and destroy our urban environment to make another quick buck.

Worse, these effects are not adequately considered by the people who suffer them. That is to say, they have not been in the past. Now, however, the public is becoming aware that something is seriously wrong when the nation with the world’s most advanced technology, best program for mass education, and most stable political system lives in a sea of urban ugliness. Slums are an important part of this urban mass, but I do not speak primarily of the visible results of poverty, but of the visible results of wealth.

A poor people would not have the resources to bulldoze down trees, pave parkland to make parking lots, ram highways across residential areas, desecrate the waterways, and fill the city and its approaches with a repulsive jumble of billboards, store signs, and ugly street furniture.

People must realize that they are affected by their environment and, most important of all, that they can alter and control their environment. We must realize that we have an entirely new kind of responsibility for making qualitative decisions about our urban environment. These decisions were made in the past by kings and priests and nobles. They issued the decree and fixed the styles. Today, they’re all gone. For the first time in history, the ordinary citizen has the responsibility for making the qualitative decisions about his environment.

For the first time, urban man is on his own.

Much of the mess around us now is not the result of bad taste, or even of bad decisions, but of no decisions at all. We have a rich American heritage in community design. The citizens of early America were planners. Today we plan our governmental programs and we plan our business affairs, but we build and rebuild most of our towns and cities without plans. Instead, we speculate with individual structures in a general no man’s land of neglect. This situation is exacerbated by archaic building codes and regulations. It is perpetuated by people who make ignorant and often unconscious esthetic decisions in the course of sales, investment, and governmental administration.

It is accepted by a public which has trained itself not to see or, seeing, resigns itself to the situation in the belief that nothing can be done about it.

A great deal can be done. We can move from community awareness to community commitment. Within a long-range plan for community design, we can take both large actions and small. We can redevelop our business districts, clear out the litter, control the billboards and signs, preserve historic buildings and green spaces, bring out transportation system under control, plant trees, design new street furniture. We have the design skills to do all these things. All it takes is the will. As architect Walter Gropius has said: “Every vigorous age has had its own vision of urban splendor. Why should we be deprived of it?”
Eventually each architect must summon the courage to face the trauma of having his own family for a client: Bill Hoff faced it.

The result: Merit Award in the AIA's 1965 Homes for Better Living Program. Within the framework of his program, lending itself to a clear separation of functions, the architect has established two major elements which manifest themselves as cubic volumes in sharp contrast to the profusion of verticles of the pine trees on the site.

The contrast between solid and line, which might be harsh, has been gently softened: each block of the house has an exposed steel frame whose vertical members have been accentuated so that the linear quality of the trees is repeated within the mass of the cubes. Reflecting the natural form about it, the house seems to grow from the site and float among the slender pines.
The first floor plan explains the shape of the house: a large living room which in itself is a major and separate element, both in actual use and as a design mass.

Work spaces and private dining and living become a distinct area as do services and garage.

Circulation ways connect these major areas and lead up to the family's private quarters on the second floor.

Again, two kinds of spaces are separate. The adult's suite is distinct and private. Children have their own area: bedrooms group about a playroom.

The severity of the house's geometry is eased with the use of soft, warm materials: rough textured brick and redwood.
Floating in the trees, the living room seems apart from the site yet harmonious with it.

The steel frame of the cubes repeat the verticals of the trees and blend with the nature-forms of the site.

The entry walk twists angularly through the densely wooded site and approaches in a way to show the building blocks in different aspects.
Continuity of floor materials is a cohesive. Colors are brown-tones with white punctuated with vibrant paintings and bright rugs.

The study in line and mass continues inside: the block-like shapes of the book cases and the verticals of the rail reflect the exterior composition elements. Variation in interior volumes is achieved through varying floor levels and ceiling heights. Narrow spaces open into wide ones; close ones burst into expansive spaces.

A major conversation grouping is sunken about the fireplace, almost Queen Anne-like. The floor turns up to make its own couches and corner tables. The varying heights within the living room make for a multitude of spatial experiences and create many effective spaces for entertaining groups.
The American Institute of Architects announced today its endorsement of two pieces of national legislation, one to create a Department of Housing and Urban Development and the other to establish a National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities.

Its support of the proposed department, the AIA said, is "prompted by our awareness of the complexity and scope of urban problems."

The organization said its advocacy of the foundation stems from a belief that "encouragement and support of the arts are appropriate concerns of government."

The AIA, a national professional society with nearly 17,000 corporate members and several thousand associate members in all states, represents a substantial majority of the nation's architectural firms. The Institute entered into Congressional hearings statements on both measures. It said its interest in the new department is based not only on the need for the department but on the "dedication of the architectural profession" to provide a "proper physical environment for the people of this nation."

Delegates to the AIA convention of 1957 adopted a resolution advocating the establishment of a department of urban affairs and since then the Institute has supported all legislation to grant department status to government functions relating to housing and urban development.

More than 70 per cent of the national population is now concentrated in urban areas, with the trend toward greater urbanization continuing, the AIA pointed out. "The urgent need for programs at a cabinet level to meet the crisis of these urban areas is clear," the AIA said.

"We believe," the AIA said, "through the strengthening of the urban housing and planning assistance functions of the federal government, more comprehensive, consistent and effective programs will lead to better urban design and better urban building throughout the country."

The group urged "maximum coordination" of such federal activities as public roads, federal building programs and national parks. It viewed the department as a center of research on urban development and as a focal point for a greater national comprehension of the need to improve building and housing codes, zoning and other regulations.

A Department of Housing and Urban Development will "lend authority, prestige and greater effectiveness to programs seeking imaginative and creative means to improve our urban environments," the AIA said.

The Institute viewed the department as strengthening "constructive relationships" between the governments of the nation, states and cities. It added:

"The problems of urban America are so complex and numerous that they have already exceeded the abilities of many communities to cope with them. The Institute believes that their solution requires a coordinated attack by..."
today's society in which the federal government's responsibility is undertaken by a cabinet rank department."

The Institute said its support of the proposed National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities "includes the full scope of the pending legislation as it relates to the arts and humanities."

This advocacy stems from our longstanding belief that the arts and humanities are mutually complementary and essential to our nation's development."

But the AIA cautioned against "fostering of aesthetic and humanistic enlightenment in a few major fields while tolerating dullness and ugliness in the communities of our nation. The group suggested the scope of the legislation be broadened to "benefit our entire national community and our people in their day-to-day activities."

The AIA strongly affirmed language of the legislation prohibiting government intervention in the policy or administration of non-federal organizations. It also recommended inclusion in foundation representation of such architecture-allied fields as engineering, landscape architecture and planning as well as architecture. It stressed that education also should be included, along with architectural history, noting the "national disposition to preserve and restore the significant architecture of the past."

The AIA said the nation's prestige and general welfare will benefit from a recognition of the arts "as a national resource."
ROOF DRAIN
DESI GNED FOR
CONCRETE OR
STEEL ROOFS

Wide flange provides substantial support as well as a better seal between drain and roof on precast concrete or steel roof construction. Neat appearance, where no false ceiling installed, provided by deck clamp. Caulk connection seals joint between upper and lower parts of body. Can be used on other types of roofs. Ask for details.

Josam Manufacturing Co.
Michigan City, Indiana

District Representatives
R. B. ARNOLD COMPANY
P.O. Box 7846
Houston 18, Texas

JOE P. DILLARD CO.
1531 Edison
Dallas 7, Texas

The Texas Architectural Foundation offers scholarships in architectural education and sponsors research in the profession.

Contributions may be made as memorials: a remembrance with purpose and dignity.

TEXAS ARCHITECTURAL FOUNDATION
327 PERRY-BROOKS BUILDING
AUSTIN

CUSTOM
AMERICAN
COMFORT
DEMANDS
TERRAZZO

Texas Terrazzo Contractors Association, Inc.
Clarence K. Moore, Jr. - 1969 Terrell Lane, Fort Worth, Texas 76112
Executive Secretary - Texas Terrazzo Contractors Ass'n.
Architectural Representative - National Terrazzo & Mosaic Ass'n.
STARKUSTIC

ACOUSTICAL
CERAMIC TILE

PERMANENT NOISE CONTROL

- STARKUSTIC offers, for the first time, an acoustical control wall product with a permanent glazed finish unaffected by moisture. Starkustic offers structural strength, fire resistance, scratch resistance and a wide choice of permanent colors. Available in 6T and 8W series with random or symmetrical pattern perforations.

All these characteristics make Starkustic ideal for noise control where heat, humidity, steam or sanitation are factors...

GYMNASIUMS • AUDITORIUMS • INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS • POWER PLANTS • SCHOOLS • LOBBYS • MUSIC ROOMS

FULL SERVICE
We will be most happy to be of service at any time during your planning, specifying, bidding or building. Full information including sizes, colors, samples and prices are available...You'll find us convenient to write or call.

* Sound Absorption Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>125 CPS</th>
<th>250 CPS</th>
<th>500 CPS</th>
<th>1000 CPS</th>
<th>2000 CPS</th>
<th>4000 CPS</th>
<th>NOISE LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Ceramic Glazed Tile</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Ceramic Glazed Tile</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Factors based on tests of 6T unit (5½" x 12" x 4") with 207-¼" diameter holes in symmetrical pattern.
(b) Factors based on tests of 8W unit 4" x 8" x 16" with 322 holes of random size & pattern.
cement manufacturers work so many ways to make it happen

MATCHING CONCRETE'S TALENTS TO THE ARCHITECT'S CREATIVENESS

Today's unique concrete shell roofs evidence dramatically how concrete is capturing the imagination of architects—and for that matter, of professionals in every field of construction. Yet, the growing appeal of concrete is no mere happenstance. It has been developed by broadening the versatility of concrete, by enabling builders to exploit its limitless potential—by literally "making progress happen." Major responsibility for this development was taken years ago in the U.S. and Canada by the manufacturers of portland cement. While competing for sales, they cooperate for progress. Through their Portland Cement Association, they sponsor a development program beyond the resources of any of them individually. Research, basic and applied, conducted in a 10-million-dollar laboratory complex, has enabled concrete to meet the needs of a new era. In the continuously changing technology of construction in every field, concrete users depend on the continuing flow of engineering and technical literature provided—as well as the services of a specialist staff, including 375 field engineers working out of 38 district offices. These services are among the many provided by cement manufacturers, without charge, to users of concrete. They benefit everyone in some way every day at work, at home, on the highway.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
110 East Eighth St., Austin, Texas 78701
An organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete

TESTING A NEW TWIST IN CONCRETE. Engineers at PCA Laboratories subject a concrete shell to 10½ tons of load. Findings help architects and construction engineers to broaden their uses of concrete in fresh, bold ways.
"Boy! We really nail down operating costs with all-GAS equipment!"

"What a selling point!"

Your buyer can actually save thousands of dollars over the years with gas air conditioning...a fact proved in installations throughout Texas. The reason? Simplicity. A silent gas flame is the heart of the system. There are no complicated parts to wear and need repair in a gas cooling system. And of course it operates on low-cost natural gas. So build year round gas air conditioning into your next project. Systems are available for the small home, large factory or high-rise office building. Get full details from the air conditioning or builder department of your local utility.

FOR YEAR ROUND AIR CONDITIONING...GAS IS GOOD BUSINESS